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[ ] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10112-10036
Subject is former agent who was terminated 17 Apr 69. Subject was dismissed amicably.

7. OFFICE OF SECURITY ACTION

1. OS INDICES RESULTS.
   INFO AT OSG/OC - 1 DEC 75
   FBI CHECK RESULTS BY 20 NOV 75

2. CHECKS WERE CONDUCTED AT THE INDICATED AGENCIES WITH NEGATIVE RESULTS.
   FBI  DIS  DOOCIC  CSC  STATE  PP  I&N

3. CHECKS WERE CONDUCTED AT THE FOLLOWING AGENCY(IES) WITH POSITIVE RESULTS, REPORTS ATTACHED.
   INFO AT OSG/OC

4. DOMESTIC FIELD INVESTIGATION HAS BEEN COMPLETED, REPORTS ATTACHED

5. DOMESTIC FIELD INVESTIGATION FAVORABLE, REPORTS WILL FOLLOW WITHIN 60 DAYS

REMARKS:
CANCELLER B 5 DEC 75 NOTICE FROM OSG/OC

APPROVAL ACTION REQUEST

SECRET
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